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Local News 

 
Flight simulation holds Saturday, FG gets restart plan Wednesday 

The Federal Government on Monday said it would carry out a simulation trial of domestic flight operations 

at the Murtala Muhammed Airport in Lagos on Saturday as it prepares to reopen the country’s airspace to 

commercial flights. Click here to read more. 

 
Banks caution customers, say frauds on the rise 

Bank scams are increasing as more customers are adopting electronic means of payment since lockdown 

was introduced in the country to contain COVID-19 spread. Click here to read more. 

 
Stock market extends decline, investors lose N38bn 

The nation’s stock market extended its decline on Monday as investors lost N38bn at the end of trading. 

Click here to read more. 
 

Securities tribunal canvasses training for litigants, counsel 

The Investment and Securities Tribunal has called for the development of the capacities of litigants and 

counsel to effectively address capital market technicalities. Click here to read more. 

 

 

Company News 

 
Virgin Atlantic resumes flights from Lagos August 24 

According to a statement by the airline, the international flight will be operated on its new A350-1000 

aircraft and will provide connections to a range of US destinations. Click here to read more. 
 
Apple is overhauling the iPhone homescreen and upgrading AirPods 

Apple unveiled new ways to discover and organize apps, confirmed a significant change under the 

hood of Mac computers and announced a new feature that will let users unlock their cars with their 

smartphones. Click here to read more. 

 

 

 

International News 

 
Trump targets foreign workers with new visa freeze 

US President Donald Trump has extended a pause on some green cards and suspended visas for other 

foreign workers until the end of 2020. Click here to read more. 
 
BeiDou: China launches final satellite in challenge to GPS 

China has successfully put into orbit the final satellite in its BeiDou-3 navigation system, further advancing 

the country as a major power in space. Click here to read more. 
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